Threats in the Global Marketplace

Emerging issues for International D&O Coverage
By the end of the session, New England PLUS members will be able to identify; for further research, key global D&O exposures that impact clients.
Shareholder Class Actions

Insolvency

International Regulatory Proceedings

Lightning Round – Hot Topics
Today’s Speakers

- David Williams - Moderator – Chubb Insurance
- Andre Basile - Berkshire Hathaway Specialty Insurance
- Perry Granof - Granof International Group LLC
- Ann Longmore - FINPRO
At the conclusion of the Class Action discussion you will:

- Know what WCAM & Bill 198 are and why they are important in the post Morrison – NAB era of global class actions

- Appreciate the impact of transnational litigation on insurance towers

- Have context for thinking about the role of Litigation Funding

- Appreciate distinctions around the globe in collective proceedings
Insolvency

Following the discussion you will:

- Be able to identify some jurisdictions where D&O’s can be held personally liable in an insolvency proceeding
- Be conversant on the impact insolvencies may have on indemnification outside of the USA
- Consider a few potential underwriting protocols that address assessing risk that arise from a outside USA insolvency
After this segment you will:

- Appreciate how the books and records provision of the FCPA is being leveraged in many actions around the globe
- Have an overview of where Anti Bribery/Corruption legislation has been created or acted on
- Have a sense of how Deferred Prosecution Agreements and other traditionally North America regulatory techniques are proliferating around the globe
As we close out the session you will become familiar with some hot topics that you may want to research:

- New Insurance Statutes
  - UK
  - India

- Sanctions
  - Russia
  - Iran
  - Cuba

- Brexit